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HYDRAULIC LIFT JACKS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Art.no TJ30 TJ80 HFJ400A HFJ700A HM50 HM100 HM250 HVS3A HVS5A HVS10A HT-7

Capacity (ton) 3 8 4 7 5 10 25 3 5 10 18/pair

Stroke length (mm) 130 140 341 355 205 230 215 350 300 300 -

Lift range (mm) 15-240 25-295 57-406 65-420 25-573 30-650 58-720 75-1075 70-1025 90-1100 240-410

Weight (kg) 22 28 35+12 53+12 25 35 102 20 24 42 6,7

Price

TJ-series | Hydraulic jack toe, 3-8 ton

Compact and strong toe jack has three (3) toe heights
and is very versa le designed. The hydraulic pump
is protected by the li housing. Manual pump lever.
It li s both on the toe and on the top housing. Li
handle and adjustable support legs are included.

HVS-series | Steel jack, 3-10 ton

This-series is developed in accordance with the latest safety
regula ons. Milled rack, geared wheels and tempered parts
of driving gear. Li from toe or the clawed head. Safety crank
with folding handle.

HM-series | Hydraulic allround jack, 5-25 ton

This ultra-low-pro le with compact and reliable basic design
can be used in all posi ons, horizontal and ver cal. It li s both
on the foot and on the top housing. The housing of the jack
can rotate 360 degrees which makes it unique. Suitable for all
types of repairs, maintenance and installa on works. The very
low foot height measures only 25, 30 or 58 mm. Removable
pump lever. Accurate lowering speed.

Hydraulic jacks can be used in many different ways. 
The illustrations above shows some of them. 

HFJ-series | Hydraulic forklift jack, 4-7 ton

Specially designed for forkli trucks, high capacity and a
robust construc on. Extra low pick-up
posi on with double 2-posi on li pad levels
for hard-to reach places under low pro le
forkli trucks. Unique design of the hydraulic
pump incl. high-quality seal kits and built-in overload
protec on valve. Removable handle and compact size.
Con rms EC- and ANSI-standards. Support stands are
included.

SUPPORT STANDS

Stands supports for Forklift truck and
other heavy machines. Heavy duty
design with a wide foot base. 
Adjustable height: 240-410mm. 

2 stands always comes
with the HFJ400A/700A.


